Focus on Quarrying

It doesn’t
matter until
it matters
The electricity supply to your operation is probably
something you take more or less for granted. And thanks
to the reliability of most modern electrical switchgear
and transformers, usually you can. But it only needs
one failure of the supply or its on-site distribution
equipment for you to be reminded just how much a safe
and guaranteed electricity supply matters.

A failure of HV or LV
switchgear or other
power distribution
equipment is rarely a
simple matter. Even
if the failure is not a
catastrophic one in
terms of explosion,
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disastrous in terms
of downtime and loss
of production. And yet many operations fail
to maintain this equipment, or even to meet
their Duty of Care, either until an equipment
failure reminds them or – as is increasingly
becoming the case – their insurer raises
the issue in an audit which threatens to
invalidate their policy.
If there is an emergency, you may be able to
call on an emergency engineer – perhaps
from the company which originally installed
the equipment (if they’re still in business).
However, it’s far more effective, less
stressful, and less likely to lead to costly
downtime, if instead you make arrangements
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to avoid an emergency, through regular
maintenance and checks. And even if you
currently have an on-site engineer who
takes care of the equipment, have you
considered what will happen when he – and
his accumulated knowledge and experience
– moves on or retires? Believe it or not, there
have been cases where the engineer taking
over didn’t even know where the key to the
transformer room was kept!
The best way to avoid this kind of scenario –
and much, much worse – is a maintenance
and emergency repair contract with a
reputable and knowledgeable power
distribution service company. Then, although
your equipment is out of sight, you can be
sure that it is never out of mind.
ERIKS Power Distribution Services, for
example, will carry out an initial inspection of
your electrical switchgear and transformers,
and advise on a recommended frequency
of inspection and maintenance – which may
be less than you think. After all, an annual
internal inspection of switchgear is excessive,
but annual operation of the gear (which
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requires a fully-trained engineer) would be
enough to ensure it is operating correctly and
safely, and will fail-safe if and when required
to do so.
Take out a Fixed Price Contract with ERIKS
– over a term of years to suit you – and
in addition to a 6 monthly or quarterly site
survey, transformer oil analysis, and a visual
inspection 6 monthly or quarterly of your
substations and their equipment, you can
also call POSITIVE
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a guaranteed response within an
agreed timeframe.
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When you
consider that an 11,000V cable
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